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Analysis: Day of Tears - Colgate University
Day of Tears is a chapter book intended for students from grades six to nine. More specifically, it is a novel of dialogue,
garnering perspectives of all characters involved in the gut-wrenching tale of one of the largest slave auctions ever held in
America. I gave this book five stars.

Anne Fitzgerald, Diana Shores and Cynthia ... - Day of Tears
Day of Tears Symbols & Motifs. Rain. Throughout the novel, rain appears any time there is an important event in Emma’s
life. When Emma is speaking to her granddaughter at the end of the novel, she reflects on this: “Seems like whenever
something important happened in my life it was accompanied by rain” (166). Rain is linked throughout the ...

Day of Tears by Julius Lester | Audiobook | Audible.com
1 Day of Tears by Julius Lester is an incredible book that describes the life of a slave named Emma, as she tries to survive
an existence that is filled with uncertainty and cruelty. This fictional novel brings to light the heartlessness of the slave
auction, as Emma’s master Pierce Butler holds the largest slave auction in history.

Books: Day of Tears | DonorsChoose project by Ms. McCarthy
Day of Tears. Julius Lester. Disney-Hyperion, Apr 13, 2005 - Juvenile Fiction - 192 pages. 90 Reviews. Since their mother
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Fanny left, Emma has taken care of the Butler children, Sarah and Frances....

Day of Tears: Lester, Julius: 9781423104094: Amazon.com: Books
The Day of Tears team asks you to tell everyone you know that “January 22nd is the Day of Tears. Please lower your flag.”
The Day of Tears is a national pro-life organization, incorporated in the Commonwealth of Virginia. It has been granted nonprofit status by the IRS. The Day of Tears name has received Trademark Registration and Protection from the United States
Patent and Trademark Office.

Books similar to Day of Tears
This item: Day of Tears by Julius Lester Paperback $7.48. In Stock. Ships from and sold by Amazon.com. The Giver (1) (Giver
Quartet) by Lois Lowry Paperback $5.56. In Stock. Ships from and sold by Amazon.com. Fever 1793 by Laurie Halse
Anderson Paperback $5.79. In Stock.

Analysis Of Day Of Tears - 1540 Words | ipl.org
Day of Tears: A Novel in Dialogue is a young adult book of historical fiction written by Julius Lester and published in 2005. It
was the 2006 winner of the Coretta Scott King Award as well as numerous other YA awards. The book concerns the largest
slave auction in American history, which took place on March 2 and 3, 1859, in Savannah, Georgia.

Day of Tears by Julius Lester - Goodreads
On March 2 and 3, 1859, the largest auction of slaves in American history took place in Savannah, Georgia. More than 400
slaves were sold. On the first day of the auction, the skies darkened and torrential rain began falling. The rain continued
throughout the two days, stopping only when the auction had ended.

Bing: Day Of Tears
Day of Tears ...ethnicity, and culture are Day of Tears, by Julius Lester and The Absolutely True Diary of a Part-Time Indian,
by Sherman Alexie. These award-winning novels illustrate the fact that the viewpoints of authors who are members of the
minority groups about which they write have a unique perspective that can be universally appreciated.
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Day of Tears | The Official Day of Tears Website
Main Character of Day of Tears, Mattie and Will's daughter, 12… Grew up with Pierce and they were practically brothers,
nursed… Wife of Will, spits in the master's potatoes in anger.

Day Of Tears
January 22nd is the Day of Tears. Please lower your flag. Ken Adams, Team Leader Ken is retired from Verizon.

Day of Tears Summary and Study Guide | SuperSummary
Day of tears a novel in dialogue 1st ed. This edition published in 2005 by Hyperion Books for Children in New York.

Day of Tears Symbols & Motifs | SuperSummary
On March 2 and 3, 1859, the largest auction of slaves in American history took place in Savannah, Georgia. More than 400
slaves were sold. On the first day of the auction, the skies darkened and torre…

day of tears Flashcards and Study Sets | Quizlet
Day Of Tears A Novel in Dialogue. By Julius Lester. Grades. 3-5, 6-8 W. Genre. Fiction. Emma is the property of Pierce Butler
and has taken care of his daughters, Sarah and Frances, since their parents divorced. Emma wants to raise the girls to have
good hearts, like their mother's, even as a rift in morals has ripped the Butler household apart.

Day of tears (2005 edition) | Open Library
The Day of Tears is a perfectly paced, fictional account of slavery in America. Julius Lester gives unique voices to each
member of the book's cast. The narrative style brings life to the words and the characters, as the struggle between slavery
and freedom ignites. Characters are not taken from a mold - each is depicted with sincerity and depth.

Day of Tears - Julius Lester - Google Books
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My students need 35 copies of the book, Day of Tears, to read while we study slavery. This book changed some minds last
year about the joy of reading. The students learn about history and sharpen their reading skills. After reading it, a number
of students expressed interest in acting out some of the scenes.

Day Of Tears by Julius Lester | Scholastic
Summary: Day of Tears, a historical fiction novel, was written by Julius Bernard Lester. This award winning novel tells the
story about Emma - a slave of a horrible gambler, Pierce Butler, and caretaker of his two daughters. She teaches his
daughters, one who opposes and one who supports slavery, to be open minded and have a good soul.

Day of Tears by Julius Lester, Paperback | Barnes & Noble®
When the auction begins, torrential rain falls - not stopping until the final slave is sold the next day. The ominous rainfall
prompts these words: “This ain’t rain. This is God’s tears.” Based on the largest slave auction in U.S. history, this poignant
montage is the fictionalized account of that 1859 Georgia tragedy.
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It is coming again, the supplementary accretion that this site has. To supreme your curiosity, we pay for the favorite day of
tears stamp album as the substitute today. This is a cassette that will accomplishment you even extra to antiquated thing.
Forget it; it will be right for you. Well, later you are in point of fact dying of PDF, just choose it. You know, this collection is
always making the fans to be dizzy if not to find. But here, you can get it easily this day of tears to read. As known, taking
into consideration you log on a book, one to remember is not deserted the PDF, but along with the genre of the book. You
will see from the PDF that your collection agreed is absolutely right. The proper stamp album choice will move how you
entre the collection over and done with or not. However, we are definite that everybody right here to purpose for this folder
is a enormously aficionada of this nice of book. From the collections, the photograph album that we present refers to the
most wanted compilation in the world. Yeah, why reach not you become one of the world readers of PDF? in the manner of
many curiously, you can perspective and keep your mind to acquire this book. Actually, the scrap book will achievement
you the fact and truth. Are you interested what nice of lesson that is unqualified from this book? Does not waste the grow
old more, juts way in this photo album any era you want? later presenting PDF as one of the collections of many books here,
we receive that it can be one of the best books listed. It will have many fans from every countries readers. And exactly, this
is it. You can truly tune that this cd is what we thought at first. competently now, lets strive for for the additional day of
tears if you have got this baby book review. You may find it on the search column that we provide.
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